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What is 
ICT?

What are ICT’s 
environmental 
impacts? EMBODIED EMISSIONS:

WHEN WE BUILD THE 
TECHNOLOGY

USE PHASE EMISSIONS:
WHEN WE USE AND 

MAINTAIN TECHNOLOGY

END-OF-LIFE EMISSIONS:
WHEN WE DISPOSE OF A 

TECHNOLOGY

ICT underpins society



Methodology

1. Literature searches for peer-reviewed 
studies on ICT’s carbon footprint

2. Supplemented by interviews with key 
analysts, i.e.
• Anders Andrae (Huawei Technologies)
• Jens Malmodin (Ericsson) 
• Lotfi Belkhir (McMaster University)

3. Small World Consulting ongoing 
research with UK & global ICT companies
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Estimates vary due to experts’ data sources and decisions



Why is ICT’s 
environmental impact 
underestimated?

1.8-2.8% 
2.1-3.9%

of global greenhouse gas 
emissions

• Data sources and decisions

• Truncation error

• Assumed future activities 
and behaviours in society



We ask:

Will energy efficiency improvements in ICT continue?

Will efficiency gains reduce ICT’s overall carbon footprint?

Will ICT’s emissions stabilise due to saturation in demand?

Is data traffic now independent of ICT emissions?

Is ICT enabling carbon savings in other industries?

Will renewable energy decarbonise ICT?

unsplash/ science-in-hd-joGs6hU_EKE



1. Will energy efficiency improvements in ICT 
continue?

Yes, there is scope 
for energy efficiency 
improvements in ICT 

to continue

No, energy efficiency 
improvements are 
slowing down and 

are not fully utilised

• Moore’s 
law

• PoE in 
data 
centres

• Shift to 
mobile 
devices
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1. Will energy efficiency improvements in ICT 
continue?

• Quantum 
limits

• Hotter 
CPUs = 
more 
cooling

• Does 
new 
replace 
old?



2. Will efficiency gains reduce ICT’s overall 
carbon footprint?

Yes, energy efficiencies 
in ICT can reduce ICT’s 

carbon footprint

No, energy efficiencies 
drive growth in ICT’s 

carbon footprint due to 
rebound effects

• Efficiency has 
improved

• Data centres
grown yet 
remained at 
~1% global 
demand 
[Masanet, 2020]



Yes, energy efficiencies 
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2. Will efficiency gains reduce ICT’s overall 
carbon footprint?

• Demand for 
more devices

• Carbon 
footprint 
undeniably 
growing

• Rebound 
effects



3. Will ICT’s emissions stabilise due to 
saturation in demand?

Yes, the world will 
become saturated with 

ICT and this will 
stabilise ICT’s emissions

No, innovation will 
prohibit saturation in 

ICT

• 5.7bn 
mobile 
subscribers 
by 2023 
[Cisco, 
2020]

• Limited 
available 
attention 
[Malmodin]



Yes, the world will 
become saturated with 

ICT and this will 
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prohibit saturation in 

ICT

3. Will ICT’s emissions stabilise due to 
saturation in demand?

• Strong 
commercial 
incentives

• IoT, AI



4. Is data traffic now independent of ICT 
emissions?

Yes, ICT emissions 
are largely 

independent of 
data traffic

No, data traffic 
drives ICT growth 

and the associated 
emissions

• Always on 
infrastructure

• Provisioned 
for peak 
demand

• More 
demand = 
more 
infrastructure
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are largely 

independent of 
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emissions

4. Is data traffic now independent of ICT 
emissions?

• Andrae and 
Belkhir
agree data 
drives ICT 
growth

• Innovative 
services 
drive 
growth 
(e.g., video)



5. Is ICT enabling carbon savings in other 
industries?

Yes, ICT is enabling 
carbon savings in 
other industries

No, ICT drives 
carbon emissions in 
other industries due 
to rebound effects

• ICT could save 
9.1 GtCO2e in 
2020 through 
efficiency

• ICT enabling 
decarbonization 
of energy



Yes, ICT is enabling 
carbon savings in 
other industries

No, ICT drives 
carbon emissions in 
other industries due 
to rebound effects

5. Is ICT enabling carbon savings in other 
industries?

• Global 
emissions 
still 
climbing

• ICT-enabled 
rebound 
effects



Yes, renewable 
energy will 

decarbonise ICT

No, renewable 
energy is not a 

silver bullet

6. Will renewable energy decarbonise ICT? 

• 0.1 kgCO2e/kWh 
vs. 0.63kg 
CO2e/kWh (global 
energy mix)

• Up to 80% 
reduction in ICT 
emissions 
[Lövehagen 2020] 



Yes, renewable 
energy will 

decarbonise ICT

No, renewable 
energy is not a 

silver bullet

6. Will renewable energy decarbonise ICT? 

• Embodied 
footprints

• Resources 
(e.g. silver)

• Availability 
and share of 
renewables



ICT emissions, assuming the 2020 level (adjusted for truncation error) remains stable until 2050, and 
global CO2 emissions reduced in line with 1.5°C under scenario SSP2-19. 

ICT’s future share of emissions?
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ICT wide climate targets
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ICT wide climate targets

• Net zero emission targets needed, 
but few aim for this

• Focus on renewable energy and 
carbon offsets

• Voluntary net zero target by 
International Telecommunication 
Union, approved by Science Based 
Target Initiative (SBTi)
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ICT is currently 
seen as a way 

to green the 
economy, 
however:

ICT has an environmental footprint, which could be 
as much as the aviation industry

Transparent evidence is required to fully understand 
and mitigate ICT’s environmental impacts

Urgent action is needed across the ICT sector to 
align ICT’s emissions with the Paris Agreement



PARIS-DE: 
Design Principles and

Responsible Innovation 
for a Sustainable 
Digital Economy

https://paris-de.org/

https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/scc/about-
us/news/ensuring-new-technology-is-

designed-to-help-meet-global-climate-targets

https://paris-de.org/
https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/scc/about-us/news/ensuring-new-technology-is-designed-to-help-meet-global-climate-targets


More detail in 
the full paper:

Freitag, C., Berners-Lee, M., 
Widdicks, K., Knowles, B., Blair, 
G.S., and Friday, A. 2021. The 
real climate and transformative 
impact of ICT: A critique of 
estimates, trends and 
regulations. Patterns. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patter.
2021.100340

Contact us: Kelly Widdicks 
k.v.widdicks@lancaster.ac.uk

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patter.2021.100340
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